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KEEPING PACE WITH
CUSTOMER CARE
Customer care today looks nothing like
customer care of the past—and with new
technology and channels, the rate of change
is always increasing. Our guide, “4 Steps to
Developing Your Customer Care Strategy,”
outlines the critical questions your organization
should answer when building a modern
approach to customer care.

Alexa 2014
Amazon releases
Echo; one year
later, Alexa skills
are introduced

Home Devices 2010
Cortana, a virtual assistant created for Windows 10, was first
demonstrated at the Microsoft BUILD Developer Conference

Google Home 2016
Google releases the
product Google Home

Social media 2008
Social media connection to support agents
(Facebook, Twitter, etc.)

Facebook Messenger 2011
Facebook introduces Messenger

Crowdsourcing and Twitter 2006
Crowdsourcing becomes popular and
the first tweet on Twitter is written

Email 1993
Email is in widespread use
(particularly for businesses)

Apple Homepod 2018
Apple homepod
introduced—7 inch
wireless speaker that is
equiped with Siri

Twitter direct message 2010
Twitter removes follower requirement for direct messages

Amazon launches 1995
Amazon.com launches and has their first purchase (start of online
purchasing for web)—early online FAQs and support emerges
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Web 1991
Emergence of world wide web

AIM 1997
Over the years, customer care has evolved—from
simple channels to complex, omnichannel offerings.
Download our ebook for steps to navigate the
customer care landscape and develop your strategy.

Chatbots 2016
Chatbots for customer care

Online chat 1996
First usage of proactive online chat to assist shoppers on web pages

Mobile 1983
First mobile phone for public use

First smartphone 2007
Apple launches the iPhone

Mobile apps 2008
Businesses start to develop mobile applications for customer care

Siri 2011
Apple Inc. releases the first edition of Siri,
an intelligent personal assistant

Phone 1950s
Phone introduced

SMS messaging 2000
SMS messaging widespread enough that
businesses can use it for customer care

IVR late 1970s, early 1980s
Invention of Interactive
Voice Response (IVR)

DTMF 1980s
Dual Tone Multifrequency (DTMF)
response to voice prompts
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Intelligent Virtual Assistants
moving forward
Multichannel, omnichannel Intelligent
Virtual Assistants for customer care

